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Welcome aboard
We hope you have a comfortable, enjoyable trip in our Sabreliner. It is
designed to get you quickly and safely to many more destinations than can be
reached by commercial carriers.
The plane is operated by highly qualified, professional pilots. Decisions as to
routes and flying conditions are entirely in their experienced hands.
On the following pages you'll find some information about the Sabreliner,
its operation and maintenance. Pages 14-16 contain important hints concerning
passenger safety and comfort. Please feel free to take the booklet along with
you as a souvenir of your flight.
We invite you to make yourself at home aboard this modern, private aircraft.
And take some time to savor the scenery beneath you; our country is not only
large, it's also beautiful.
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Flight preparations
This and every flight requires the coordinated effort of many people and
agencies: maintenance crews, weather bureaus, control towers, radar tracking
stations, and many others.
Shortly before departure our pilot determines our flight plan - the route we
will take, the altitudes at which we plan to fly, and our anticipated arrival time.
The flight plan is filed (by telephone or radio) with the nearest office of the
FAA, the Federal Aviation Agency.
Flight plans are based, among other things, on weather observations collected
by the Department of Commerce from 600 widespread stations. Detailed
reports are made available to pilots through FAA Flight Service Stations.
These stations are located at most major airports. Pilots at smaller airports can
phone or radio for reports. Similarly, updated weather information is radioed
to the aircraft while en route.
On extended flights our plane often carries along a special aid in figuring
precise routing and timing. This is a portable computer terminal. It can be
connected via regular telephone lines to a privately operated flight planning
service whose computer system stores data on aircraft performance, the
locations of 2500 airports and, most important, current and forecasted
weather conditions along the plane's route.
Each of our flights is carefully tracked by the FAA. Only after our safe arrival
at our final destination is our Sabreliner's flight plan "closed."
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Flying above the clouds
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Our plane can fly at altitudes of up to 41,000 feet. That's way above most
clouds and extremes of weather. While a jet's fastest speed is achieved around
25,000 feet, flying in the thinner air of higher altitudes - with less "drag"increases the plane's range and operating economy.
The Sabreliner's navigational aids are like those on commercial carriers. They
include radar, ATC transponders, electronic auto-pilot with approach coupler,
Integrated Flight System, Visual Omni Range (VOR), VHF communications,
dual instrument landing system (lLS), and dual automatic direction finders.
Instrument flight is subject to the same stringent regulations governing commercial carriers. Our pilots report to the Airway Traffic Control at specific
checkpoints, and ATC grants clearances to enter designated airways and
assigned altitudes and routes. Virtually all of our flights are monitored by FAA
radar tracking stations, and we maintain continuous voice communications
with airway control centers.
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Wing Slats. The Sabreliner's wings
have leading edges that slide forward
in order to provide superior low speed
handling qualities. The movable section
of the wing is called "wing slat" and
is a unique feature of the Sabreliner.

Aircraft performance

Sabreliner 40-A, Specifications
WingSpan:
Length:
Weight:
Range:
Maximum Cruising Speed:
Long Range Cruising Speed:
Landing Speed:
Cruising Altitude:
Engines:
Fuel:
Passengers:
Crew:

44.3 feet
43.75 feet
19,612 pounds at takeoff (maximum)
1,600 miles under average conditions
Mach .808 or 568 miles per hour
Mach .720 or 485 miles per hour
115 miles per hour
Up to 45,000 feet (41,000 ft. without
optional pressure oxygen system)
Two Pratt & Whitney turbo jets with
3,300 pounds of thrust each
1,063 gallons
Normally 7, maximum 8
2 pilots

Another aerodynamic device is a
hydraulically operated air brake which
is located on the underside of the
airplane. Although rather noisy, it is
highly effective whenever rapid speed
reductions are necessary.

Sabreliner 60 Specifications
Wing Span:
Length:
Weight:
Range:
Maximum Cruising Speed:
Long Range Cruising Speed:
Landing Speed:
Cruising Altitude:
Engines:
Fuel:
Passengers:
Crew:

44.6 feet
48.3 feet
20,000 pounds at takeoff
1600 miles under average conditions
Mach .818
Mach .720
120 miles per hour
41,000 feet
Two Pratt & Whitney turbo jets with
3300 pounds thrust each
1063 gallons
Normally 7, maximum 8
2 pilots

The Sabreliner, manufactured by the Rockwell International Corporation,
is an extremely reliable plane that has been tested and approved by more
agencies than any other business jet - the Federal Aviation Administration,
the U.S. Air Force, Navy and the Marine Corps.
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Other features:

Thrust Reversers. In order to reduce
the landing ground roll the pilot can
engage the thrust reverser system:
the engine exhaust is directed forward
by means of two adjustable "doors"
behind each engine.

Safety first

Corporate-type aircraft, flown professionally, have the best safety record of
all classes of commercial transportation. This is not surprising when one
considers the pilot's qualifications and the kind of unrelenting attention that is
given to maintenance. Our own safety standards meet and often surpass
those required by the FAA or by scheduled carriers.
Each of our captains had already flown about two million accident-free miles
at the time he joined HP Aviation. And both pilots on each crew hold Airline
Transport ratings. Our crews periodically attend refresher courses in order
to .maintain the highest degree of proficiency.
Maintenance work is performed in our well-equipped hangar at the San Jose
Municipal Airport by a crew of FAA certified maintenance technicians.
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Some flying terms
IFR - Instrument flight rules as prescribed by FAA.
VFR - Visual flight rules as prescribed by FAA.
Ceiling - Height of the base of a cloud layer above the ground.
Visibility - Expressed in feet or fractions of a mile along the instrument

runway.
Turboprop - Jet turbine engine geared to turn propeller.
Turbojet - Straight jet engine with no propeller.
Thrust - Power rating for jet engines is "pounds of thrust."
Flight Plan - Listing of route, altitude, elapsed time and check points anticipated in advance of flight. It is filed at the airport of departure with the
nearest FAA facility and closed by the pilot after completion of the flight.

ATC - Airway Traffic Control.
Air Speed - Speed at which our plane flies relative to the air masses. It may
be more or less than ground speed.
Ground Speed - Speed at which our plane flies relative to the ground. It is

air speed corrected for wind effect.
Mach Number - Speed of the aircraft, relative to the speed of sound, at

cruising altitude, Le., .75 Mach = 75% of the speed of sound. Speed of
sound varies from 763 mph at sea level to 662 mph at 40,000 feet.
ETA - Estimated time of arrival at destination.

ILS - Instrument landing system. Provides vertical and lateral guidance
to runway.
VOR - VHF omni directional range used in airway navigation.

NDB - Non-directional beacon. Used as an instrument approach and when
using the automatic direction finder.
ADF - Automatic direction finder.
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Passenger information
Boarding and deplaning. Please don't enter or leave the plane while both
engines are running. (On rare occasions passengers may board or deplane
when the right engine is running, if assisted by a crew member.)
Seating choice. Any seat may be used - we have no problem involving weight
or balance.
Seat belts. Please observe the seat belt sign. Feel free to move about the plane
while the sign is off.
Smoking. Please observe the no smoking sign. Make absolutely certain each
cigarette is extinguished after stubbing it in the ash tray. If you want to smoke
cigars or pipes, please check with the pilot whether anyone aboard may be
made uncomfortable by the heavier aromas. Please don't smoke in the outside
vicinity of the plane.
Refreshments. Coffee and soft drinks are always readily available.
Visits to cockpit. Please check with the pilots before visiting the cockpit
during flight. No visits are permitted during takeoff, landing or whenever the
seat belt sign is lit. Limit: one person at a time.

Flight discomfort. Ask a crew member for a Dramamine pill if you feel
discomfort.

Oxygen. A crew member will provide you with an oxygen mask when
needed. Please also check page 15 for emergency oxygen supply.
Emergency Exits. Please read page 14 to acquaint yourself with the
locations of the Emergency Exits.
Fire Extingnisher. Located in cockpit.
First Aid Kit. Located in the cabin behind rear seat.
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PARKING PERMIT
'/16/2

1
RETURN DATE: --j--:---I-r
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0-660064 (4/78)
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THIS PERMIT AUTHORIZES HP EMPLOYEES TO PARK THEIR VEHICLE IN
THE PARKING LOT AT THE HP HANGAR AT THE SAN JOSE AIRPORT WHEN
THEY ARE A PASSENGER ON ONE OF THE COMPANY AIRCRAFT.

PLEASE PLACE (other side up)
ON DRIVER'S SIDE OF DASHBOARD
THANK YOU,
HP AVIATION DEPARTMENT
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